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WHO WE ARE

Educational projects,
photo update,

activities and meals
through the

Kindertap, weekly
report!

Indoor
kitchen,

mainly organic.

english 
educator in each

group 
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THE CAMPUS THEME REVOLVES

 AROUND THE OLYMPICS
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We assigned a continent to each week in
the run-up to the 2024 Olympics.

Africa

Asia

Europe

America

Oceania



WATER GAMES
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Don't forget your swimsuit and towel
– it's going to be a splashing good
time!

Join us for a splash-tastic time in the school garden this July with our
exciting water games! Beat the heat and dive into fun with water
balloon tosses, sponge relays ect. 

It's a perfect way to cool off and make
a splash with friends while enjoying the
sunny summer weather
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Get ready for a month of artistic exploration this July with our art
workshops! Each week, our little ones will dive into the world of a
different artist based on the theme of the week. 

From mastering brushstrokes inspired by Van
Gogh to crafting sculptures a la Picasso,
there's something new and exciting to discover
every week. Join us for a summer filled with
creativity, imagination, and a whole lot of fun!

ART LAB 



Yoga and psychomotricity to get to know your body through
movement, breath, sounds by playing and relating to others.
Practices that help children to get involved and channel both

mental and physical/psychomotor energies through
stories and representations, sounds and words and dancing

and stillness movements. You learn, also thanks to these
games, a better ability to control and self-control of the body.

YOGA & PSYCHOMOTRICITY
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In the garden there is everything: the earth to finally
get dirty, the little worm that disappears at a certain
point, the butterfly on the flower, the tomato that is

                             finally in its place, new leaves that sprout...
T                          here is a wealth of sensations, visual, olfactory,
t                           actile, and more, which strengthened by direct

experience are fixed in memories.

Environmental education, sensory workshops,

earth manipulation and plant sowing and plant
care experiments!

GARDENING
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Every week a special cooking project to approach food with curiosity,
learning how to use utensils, experimenting with new ingredients

and becoming familiar with food. The kitchen thus becomes a tool
to allow children to develop manual skills but also self-esteem

and curiosity, in a family environment.

COOKING LAB
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Sunscreen
Swimsuit
Beach towel
Shoes for water play
Complete change of clothes
All inserted inside a bag (if possible with the name and surname
of the child). 
The school carries out disinfestations against mosquitoes every
three weeks
Despite this we suggest that families wear repellent (bracelet,
cream, spray, etc.) or have it at school so that it can be applied
as needed.

WHAT TO BRING
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DAILY SCHEDULE

8.30 - 9.30: Entrance   
9.30: snack

10.00: circle time
10.30 - 11.40: educational project
11.40 - 12.30: outdoor activities

12.30: lunch
13.30 : relax, story time or nap for the little ones

14.30: workshop activity (cooking, yoga, vegetable garden,
psychomotor skills) and/or free play 

15.30: snack 
16.00 - 16.30 : exit 

16.30 -18.30: post-campus
18.30: closing     
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INTERNAL CHILDREN

FROM 1ST TO 26TH JULY

One week:
monthly fee divided by the 4 weeks

(Exit between 18.00 and 18.30)

One week:
monthly fee divided by the 4 weeks

(Exit between 16.00 and 16.30)
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EXTERNAL CHILDREN

 FROM 1ST TO 26TH JULY

One week: � 250.00
(Exit 16:30)
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The campus
is aimed

at all children
from 3 to 8/9
 years of age! One week: � 280.00

(Exit 18:30)

If a younger brother attends -10%!



INFO & CONTACTS

or call the number
06.90231030

Nicole Cillis 344.0528128

For further information: www.lagiocomotiva.it

For info and reservations write to:
preschool.ristori@lagiocomotiva.it / segreteria@lagiocomotiva.it
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Happy

with La Giocomotiva!
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